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IN 1I. paper which appeared in this magazIne a few months ago we-
attempted to give a slight sketch of the hiStory of Roman Satire;.

and to indicate the relative positions of some of its chief expOnents.
Our present design is to say a few words about an author whose
work, though much of the subject matter is borrowed from tne
Greek, is very characteristic of the Roman genius; In aletter to hig;
brother Quintus, Cicero writes-" Lucretii poemata ut scribis ita
sunt: multis iuminibus ingenii, non iriultre tamen artis." This wag;
the judgment of Rome's greatest orator oIi Rome's greatest didacti&
P?et. Let us examine shortly whether tbis criticism is a sound one,.
but first it may not be out of place to state very briefly the few
facts which are known about the life of Lucretius. These are
gathered from a comparison of a passage in J erome and orie in
Donatus, both probably copied from the lost work of Suetonius-"De
vivis illustribus;" while the only authority for the cognomen Carus is
a single inscriptiuIi found at Beneventunl. From these scanty materials
we find that Titus Lucretius Carus was born at Rome 95 RC., and
died in his 44th year, on the very day on which Vei'gil assumed t1i~

toga virilis. Besides this J erome says that he was driven mad by a
love potion, wrote his poem in his lucid intervals, and died by his
own hand, leaving the work unfinished. A detailed examination of
these facts would be beyond the scope of the present essay. But
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it is impossible to pass over the story of his madness, which is made
familiar to modern readers by the fine poem which 111'. Tennyson has
based upon it, without remark. While the testimony of J erome,
who probably copied literally from the industrious, and careful
Suetonius; is not lightly to be set aside, the whole evidence of the
poem itself is against any such story. Its close and sustained

argument, and the deep erudition which it displays, make it extremely
improbable that such a work could be composed in lucid intervals;
it rather resembles the product of the life-long study of a painstaking

and hard-headed man than the occasional outpouring of a disordered
brain. There is enthusiasm for the theory advanced in abundance;
but it is the enthusiasm that comes of conscientious conviction, not
the unreasoning counterfeit of a mad fanatic. On the whole, while
feeling grateful for a story which has inspired :1'1:1'•. Tennyson to one
of his happiest efforts, we must reject the tradition as improbable.
The evidence, however, of the poem itself, which is wanting in
polish and revision, especially in the sixth book, shews that the poet
never gave it his finishing touches. One more statement must be
noticed before we raturn to the remark which we have taken as our
text. Jerome tells us that the De Rerum Natura was edited after
the author's death by Cicero; surely, however, if this had been the
case there would have been some mention of the fact in his corres-

",.

pondence, or at all events a fuller criticism of the poem. How
opinions have differed in reference to it is shown by the fact that the
passage in the letter to Quintus, in which it is alluded to, is read in
three different ways,-the 1188. all having" muItis ingenii luminibus,
multre tamen artis" (a peculiarly harsh use of tamen) ; in which case

the praise is unqualified; while editors are not agreed as to the
posi.tion of non, which some place before "multis," others before
" multre" as best suits their own opinion. If the criticism is to be
looked on as a true one the third reading seems to be the best; the
greatness of Lucretius, perhaps more than of any other poet, rests
rather upon genius than artistic effort. The labour expended upon
the .poem was concerned far more with the accuracy of the philo
sophical statement and logical proof than with the beauty of the
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form or artistic management of the matter; indeed in many places
his earnestness induces the poet to sacrifice poetry to force of
argument. A poem expounding a system of philosophy is, in itself,
an anomaly; and this anomaly is immensely increased when the
system expounded is the most u,npoetical of all, the Epicurean. Yet
by sheer force of genius Lucretius has been able to write on the
subject a work to which no one would deny the title of a poem;
and which many would place among the highest productions of
poetic art. His powerful language and pointed reasoning make even
his long arguments endurable, and these are relieved by digressions
and illustrations of almost unrivalled beauty and power. In the
latter part of the fifth book, where he traces the history of early
civilization, and describes the gradual progress of the human race
from a state of primitive barbarism, his great qualities find a fair
field, and we see how deep a poetic sympathy he really possessed.
Indeed the poetic faculty in him is seen most clearly in the striking
insight into and sympathy with nature which appears throughout his
poem. While Vergil often works by illusion, Lucretius never does;
his illustrations and similes are direct descriptions sometimes so
graphic as to leave the impression that they are describing some
statue or picture which the poet had actually before his eyes. Look,
for example, at the passage beginning "nam tu sola potes tranquilla
pace juvare" (Bk. I. 31); every epithet adds a fresh point to the
description, every word tends to call up more vividly before our
mind what is related, until we seem to actually see the two deities
as clearly as we should do if they were presented to our gaze in the
form of a statue or a picture. To take one more instance, do not the
lines (v 739-750)

Et Vel' et Venus, et Veris prrenuntius ante
Pennatus graditur Zephyrus, vestigia propter
Flora quibus mater prrespargens ante viai.
Cuncta coloribus egregiis et odoribus opplet, &c., &c.,

call up at once a picture of the procession as we might see it on the
frieze of a Greek temple? The realization of the poet is transferred
to his readers, and a complete personification is accomplished in a few
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words, because everyone of them adds a trait to the picture. It
must not, however, be imagined that this power of vivid telling
description is Lucretius' only poetical quality; any such idea would
be speedily dispelled by the perusal of such passages as the address
to Venus with which the poem .commences, the panegyric on
Epicurus at the beginning of the fifth book, the opening of the
fourth book, and many besides.

One more phrase of Lucretius, and that a little-noticed· one, must
not be passed over in silence; though his subject matter is borrowed
from the Greek he is one of the most Roman of all Latin authors.
The style and Latinity is as pure as that of Terence and Cicero, and
his whole manner is in striking contrast with the imitation of
Alexandine models which was so prevalent about this time. He is
to be regarded as one of the reactionaries like Varro, and in a still
more marked degree, Cato, who made a last stand against the
Hellenism which wss pouring into Italy. What Lucretius borrows
from Greece is perhaps the most un-Greek of its products. He does
not take its mythology, or, to any great extent, its poetry; he only
goes to its philosophy, the one thing to which a thoughtful mind,
dissatisfied with polytheism, could turn, and even to it he gives a.
distinctly Roman colouring. Moreover, in satiric power, the one
natural produ~t of the Roman mind, he is hardly second to
J uvenal; ~deed in the last 200 lines of the fourth; book we see c

force of satire quite as great as was ever displayed by the satirist of
thl' empire combined with a far deeper insight into human nature,
and a far deeper conception of human motives than J uvenal seems
to have possessed. In these few pages we have only mentioned, and·
that very briefly, a few of the most remarkable characteristics of the
poem of Lucretius. It only remains to say that he is an author who
well repays careful study, and those who take the trouble to read
him reap an ample reward in the magnificent poetry they discover.
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AUTUMN HOPES.

Red glows the maple, and blood-red the rowan-grape hung by the
river;

Stiller than whisper of death lies low in autumn the sunlight
Slant thro' a cloudless heaven o'er river, on field and on forest.
Mellow and sad with the sorrow pursuing each pleasure remembered,
Shone thro' the lattice-like tree-boughs such elf-like and gorgeous

shadows
.As fall from the finger of Autumn when memory of Summer is

fading;
Silent and sweet on each leaflet the sunbeams like fairies were

sleeping-
Only the plash of the heron dipping amid the long sword-grass
And the earth lay bright and rejoicing with joy of a perfected

labour,
Bright as a dream in the spring-tide of strength and of beauty and

W~! .

" Wilt thou linger with me, loved one,
Where the willow shadow dances 1 '

Shall our elfin bark be anchored'
Low amid the bullrush lances ~

Shall we dream again with autumn
.All the golden summer dreams,

And forget that they must vanish
With these flying phantom gleams 1

Or as autumn's scarlet leafage
Shall we take our fill of sorrow,

And sweeten to-day's gladness
With the bitter of to-morrow~"
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"Nay! we'll sit not in the glamour
Of the days whose work is gone;

There are toilings that must follow
What tho' many toils are done.

Nay, we'll bitter not the morrow
With a pleasure snatched to-day,

For the days to come are many,
And the present must away.

And tho' the leaf be ruddy,
And the wealth of summer fled,

Leaves are young again with spring-time,
And the year renews her dead.

So our spirits shall fly forward
From sad parting to glad meeting,

And our farewell be but shadow,
Cast before, of joyous greeting."

Dim is the day and dark-clouded the heavens above us are lowering;
Wild o'er the face of the water the wind herds the ",eary storm

children,
Legioned like bands of ill-angels that march at their master's com

manding:
Fast rolls the river, and mad with the tears of the spirit of summer
.As she fled on the wind-blast to hide her from fury that rushes with

winter;
.All spattered with foam-clouds and stained with t1e plashing of

rain drops in autumn.
Yellow and sere fall the leaves from the wind-shaken boughs of the

maple,
Rustling along through the winds, hurried hopeless adown the wan

water;
And the heron flies home in dismay, wild-shrieking, higl,J.-battling

the storm-rack.
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" Never as in days departed,
Dearest shall we row our boat,

Only now the rolling splinters
With the rapid eddies float.

Shall we turn away and linger
On the shore of other days,

Where the sum of all the sunlight
Focussed through a lifetime plays ~

Shall we dream back youth's old sweetness
And forget the days that be,

Live again one little moment
In the light of that old glee?

Or shall sorrow bring a lightness
To our laboured aged breath,

Kindle joy of life a moment
With the gall of coming death ~"

"Nay, we'll waste not precious moments
Lingering at the goal of life,

Never till too late the glamour
Falleth upon earthly strife.

Wings of time are always flying,
Nor to rest they ever etay ;

But the morrow dawns eternal,
Dare we trifle it away 1

Nay, the joy of life is woven
Of the days that lie behind,

Nor can death bring threads of sorrow
If with threads of love en~wined.

And now may we gaze forward
Beyond death's opening door,

'Tis but farewell for a moment,
Then glad greeting evermore." .

187
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WINTER.

Winter reigneth o'er the land,

Freezing with his icy breath ;:

Dead and bare the taU trees stand ;

All is still and drear as death.

Yet it soetneth but a day

Since the vernal flowerS were here,

Since they stacked the balmy hay,

Since they reaped the golden ear.

Sunny days are past and gone ;:

So the years go speeding fast,

Onward ever, each new one

Swifter speeding than the last.

Life is wailing: life- is brier ;:
Death like winter standeth nigh:

Each one, like the falling leaf,

Soon shall fade and fall and die.

But the sleeping earth snan wake,

And the flowers shall burst in bloom,

And all Nature rising break

Glorious from its wintry tomb.
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"ASPERA SlEVIT RIEMPS.'·

Omnia eontristant glacies 'gelidique vapores,

Brumaque per niveos horrida regnat agros:

Stant rigid<e nudo foUorum vertice quereus,

Terraque, eeu segni torpida morte, dolet.

Una dies nobis vix prreteriisse videtur,

Ex quo vel" aderat, Floraque, veris honos;

Cum, pratense deeus, gramen legere eoloni,.

Et dedit agrieolis munera flava Ceres.

Rei mihi ! jam l<eti soles periere, nee anni

Volvere perpetuas dedidicere vices:

At sua damna novi reparant neque deficit ordo,

Et magis est rapidus, quam fuit ante, tenor.

Vita brevis properat, properat revolubilis <etas;

Mortis, sicut hiemps, imminet atra dies.

Haud secus ac ser<e labuntur ab arbore frondes,.

Mox rata languentem quemque mina manet.

Attamen e sorono tellus exeussa resurget,.

Lretus odorato flore vigebit agar;

Omnia ridebunt, tepido gaudentia vere

Ignavas hiemis dissoluisse seras.

H.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Edzlof of the Shirburnian.

OXFORD LETTER.
DEAR MR. EDITOR,

I have not very much news to send you about the doings
of Old Shirburnians at Oxford during this term. Perhaps we
may apply to ourselves the ancient saying" Happy is the people
that has no history," and congratulate the sons of Sherborne on
enjoying a comfortable two months of steady reading and honest
grind at football or on the river, where plenty of them are to be
found any afternoon.

There are two things, however, which should give us some
satisfaction. It is pleasant to know that of the three candidates
who stood for the Wardenship of All Souls College two were
Old Shirburnians, viz., the Right Hon. Mountague Bernard and T.
R. Buchanan, Esq. ; Sir W. Anson, the successful candidate, had at
least the advantage of being rather better known in Oxford from
his long residence here, and is a Senior Fellow to the other two.

But after all, competing with success is better still, and we are
very glad to see that R. S. Ainslie has been put into one of the
"Trial Eights." For the benefit of those among your readers
who do not clearly understand these mystic words nor fully
appreciate the honourable position they imply, I may be allowed
to explain that during this term the president of the University
Boat Club takes the leading "oars" of the various colleges out
in an Eight, and selects the best to form two crews of eight each,
which row against one another over a long course at the end of
the term. From these sixteen men the vacancies in the University
Boat are filled up, and so being one of them is a step towards
what might be called "the highest honours attainable on any
river." We can only wish Ainslie every success.

Yours truly,
T.O.C.
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DEAR MR. EDITOR,

I was somewhat surprised to find this term that the
looking-glass usually suspended on the wall of the I st XI.
dressing-room in the Pavilion had mysteriously disappeared.
However I thought that its loss would be repaired by a new one;
but after waiting nearly the whole term I find that the authorities
have taken no steps towards supplying the deficiency. I may add
that I see, when I pass the Parade, good looking-glasses exposed
for sale at cheap rates.

Yours very truly,
NESCIO QUIS.

DEAR SIR,

I hope that the idea of an "Old Shirburnian Window"
will not be allowed to die a natural death. Cannot someone be
prevailed on to form a committee on the subject, to ascertain first
whether the authorities will sanction such an arrangement;
secondly, whether Old Shirburnians will lend their aid.
Suggestion: Would not our Old Shirburnian Masters be the
proper persons to take the matter up, provided they themselves do
not object?

I remain, Sir, yours faithfully,
LEVITE.

"mGHER AND HARDER."
(Browning. )

The blood that warms each English heart
Sprang from heroic veins;

The birthright of a glorious past
Our heritage remains;

And still we kindle at the thought
Of souls to honour true,

And duty done beneath the sun
But what is ours, to do?
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The fiery moment bids not all
For country or for faith

From war's red sleep transfigured leap,

Immortalized by death:
The fame of Garfield's dying hours,

Or Coghill's matchless end-
To ride through conquering hosts, then turn

To perish with his friend-

Such deed to dare, such fate to bear,
May not be yours or mine;

:But stars whose spark on earth shows dark
As fair to heaven may shine:

Live pure without reproach we can,
As valiant sons and true,

The race not shame from whence we came
And that is ours, to do.

What else avails to con the tales
Of mythic hero-lore?

Alcmena's son-the fights he won,
The sufferings that he bore 1

To none that live doth heaven now give
The powers of hell to tame?

No fiends or foes as fierce as those,
And breathing deadlier flame 1

Have we no stem Tirynthian king,
In Conscience, to obey?

l,n hearts uncleansed as Lerna's fens
Have we no worm to slay 1

o comrades, hark! 'tis Honour calls,
'c Who is on my side, who 1"

Whate'er the deed, if Honour lead,
This, this is ours to do.

J.R.
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MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The sixty-third concert of the Musical Society, which took place
on November the lOth, was in every way a success. The School
Song, written and composed by Mr. Rhoades and Mr. Parker
respectively, which was rendered under somewhat unfavourable
circumstances last term, was once more presented to our ears in a way
that showed it to be worthy of the school for which it was composed 
as a national anthem. Mr. Parker delighted us with one of l\folloy's
best songs, "The Kerry Dance," which he sang most charmingly.
The next item on the programme, the instrumental trio by Messrs.
Donkin, Regan, and Parker, is of a class of music we cannot hear
too much. Mr. Regan played his two violin solos in his nsual first
class style, and received a well-earned encore. The choral music was
as good as usual, the" Chorus of Gipsies" from Westward Ho! and
the Chorus of Dervishes from Beethoveu's Ruins of Athens being
especially noticeable; the former of these was performed by a select
body of trebles and altos, the latter by the whole number of tenors
and basses. Connop, ma., sang Blumenthal's "l\fy Queen," and
Bennett, mi., Gounod's "Maid of Athens" in a praiseworthy manner.
We have reserved till last any mention of the orchestra, which
opened and concluded the concert with a Gavotte by Louis XIII.
and a Bourree by ReylofI. These were performed with the greatest
success, and Mr. Regan is to be heartily congratulated. We may
notice that there was the very smallest amount of external aid, there
being in fact only the inevitable double bass' and basso~on, to eke out
our two bass instruments. We were glad to observe that the band
accompanied the choir in singing God save the Queen, which we
hope will always be the rule in future.

Subjoined is the programme ;-

1. GAVOTTE ••• Louis XIII.
2. SCHOOL Bmm, I. Fair and Grey and Ancient"
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3. SONG

7. VIOLIN SOLOS

5. CHORUS

6. SONG

" The Kerry Dance" ...
Ur. Parker.

4. TRIO (Violin, Viola, Pianoforte) ...
Ur. Donkin, 1>'fr. Regan, and 1>1r. Parker.

" The Three Friends"

"My Queen"
Connop, ma.

{
a, Friihlingslied }
b, Gavotte

8. CHORUS OF GIPSIES (Westward Ho!)

9. PIA~O SOLO, Minl.let and Trio
1>'[r. Parker.

10. CHORUS OF DERVISHES (Ruins of Athen.s)

11. SONG... " Maid of Athens"...
Bennett, mi.

12. CHORUS " Where the Lordly Stag"

13. ORCHESTRAL FINALE, Bouree

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN.

•..Molloy.

Hummel.

Pem'sall.

Blumenthal.

Mendelssohn.

Roeckel.

Bennett.

Beethoven.
Gounod.

... Linde.

...Reyloff·

FOOTBALL.
THE SCHOOL V. 1>IR. RAVEN'S XV.

On Saturday afternoon, October 15, the first match of the
season took place, the visitors being a team got up by Mr. Raven,
and comprising many old Shirburnians. Mr. Raven won the toss
and chose the upper goal. House kicked off for the School,
and the ball was kept in the centre of the ground for some time.
Gradually, however, it was brought into the visitors' twenty-five,
until Comerford obtained a try. The try by Chilcott was
unsuccessful. Soon afterwards Comerford ran in again, but the
kick by Venn was a failure. Some hard scrimmages then followed,
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until Kyd, by a good run, obtained a try. The kick by White
failed. This was succeeded by a try by ChiIcott, the kick again
being a failure, but it is only right to add that both the last kicks
were difficult ones. Nothing special occurred from this point till
half-time. Soon after the ball was started Comerford obtained
his third try, after a geod run. From this Kyd kicked a neat goal.
Good play was then shown by Cunningham, Chilcott, and House
for the School, and by Tucker and Raven for the visitors. The
ball was then, by the joint good play of Raven and Tucker,
brought for the first time into the School twenty-five, but DoweIl,
by a first-class drop, brought it back, and from good runs by
White and House the visitors' quarters were again menaced, and
the former ran in. A goal was kicked by Kyd. The ball then
remained in the strangers' twenty-five till Chilcott obtained a try.
However, Nisbet failed in the kick. Immediately afterwards
Dowel! ran in, but the try was unsuccessful. Thus a most
enjoyable game resulted in a victory for the School by two goals
and six tries to nil. For the ~School, Cunningham, Fowler,
Chilcott, Kyd, White, Comerford, and Smyth played best; and
for Mr. Raven's team, Hodgson, Whitehead, F. M. Parsons,
J ones, Tucker, and Trotman distinguished themselves. The
teams were :-

School.-Venn (back), H. S. White and J. Kyd (half-backs) V.
Dowel! and E. W. Chilcott (three-quarter-backs), forwards, H. H.
House (captain), P. H. Cunningham, G. P. Tregarthen, E. A.
BIake, F. Nisbet, R. Fowler, St. G. Smyth, E. G. Broadrick, H.
Comerford, and H. Pedler.

Mr. Raven's 7eam.-H. Young (back), F. Trotman and F.
Parsons (three-quarter-backs), C. S. Whitehead and C. H.
Hodgson (half-backs), T. E. Raven (captain), R. M. Parsons,
F. Kitsoo, E. B. Kitson, J. S. Russell, J. Studley, T. H. Tucker,
J. Dunn, H. Jones, C. Pye (forwards).
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THE SCHOOL, (2ND XV.) V. THE TOWN.

This match took place on Wednesday, October 19th, and
resulted in a victory for the School by five goals and five tries
to nothing. The goal-kicking of Young for the School is specially
worthy of notice. For the Town, Goodman, Hill, Nutt, Chick,
and Amans did their utmost to avert defeat. The following were
the teams:-

The School.-H. Young, back; V. Dowell (capt.) and R. P. Ellis
(three-quarter-backs); J. Kyd and C. Venn (half-backs); St. J.
Smyth, E. G. Broadrick. H. Comerford, H. Pedler, W. Biddle, B.
Comerford, J. Mongan, H. Balme, A. Biddle, and H. Jones
(forwards).

The Town.-L. Goodman (capt.), H. P. Chick, F. Sealy,
Palmer, Otton, A. R. Aldridge, C. Dyer, and J. Pye, forwards;
J. Amans and Sandback, quarter-backs; R. Hill and H. Nutt,
half-backs; R. Florance and W. Whittle, backs.

THE SCHOOL V. CLIFTON CLUB.

This match was played on Saturday, October 22nd. The Club
had brought over a very strong team, which proved much
too good for us, especially in back play, and won a very pleasant
match by three goals and four tries to nothing. Considering
the great quantity of rain which had fallen the ground was
in very good condition, though somewhat slippery on the
top, while a strong wind from the east tended to make the
game rather one-sided. The Club won the toss, and elected
to play with the wind oat their backs, and House kicked off
for the School from the top end. In spite of our efforts we
were at once driven back, and after a few vigorous scrim
mages Evans secured the ball from a long throw out of touch,
and after a dashing run, in which his speed seemed to take the
School by surprise, secured a touch behind the posts, which E.
D. Evans speedily turned into a goal. A goal in less than five
minutes seemed to put our fellows somewhat off their play, and
after the kick off they were again driven back, the long and sure
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dropping of their opponents' down wind keeping the ball always
in their half of the ground. Before half-time Clifton had secured
three more tries, one of which was successfully placed by Evans,
while the other two being very wide were attempted by Miller
without success. From a fair catch Miller made a grand attempt
to place a goal, the ball only passing just outside the goal post.
Once only before half-time some good combined play by the
School forwards took the ball into the Club" twenty-five," but it
did not long remain there, and half-time found it in the School
quarters. After the kick off we had the aid of the wind, and
the game became much more even, though the superiority of
the Club behind the scrimmage enabled them to add to their
score. House, Cunningham, Fowler, and Pedler played up very
hard, and continually gained ground in the loose scrimmages,
while ChiIcott collared well and stopped a number of good runs.
For the Club Miller was on the alert, and several times stopped
combined rushes of the School forwards when they were begin
ning to look dangerous. However, Clifton would not be denied,
and, driving the boys back, Gribble obtained a try, which was
soon followed by two more, one of which resulted in a goal from
the foot of Evans, who kicked wonderfully well. For the last 20

minutes the School, getting well together, played up very well,
and, driving the Club back, seemed likely to score, House in
particular making a very good attempt to get in. When time was
called, however, they were still scoreless, and the ball had been
returned to the centre. The tries were obtained by J. Nichols, E.
D. Evans, H. L. Evans (2), H. W. R. Gribble (2), J. P. Bush.
For Clifton, Greene and Miller also distinguished themselves,
while for the School, Cunningham, Fowler, Chilcott, and Pedler

played best. The teams were as follows :-
Cliflon Club.-J. D. Miller (back); J. Nichols and H. L Evans

(three-quarter-backs); A. D. Greene (captain); J. P. Bush, W.
R. Booker, G. Dunn, A. M. Fry, J. C. Gilmore, H. C. M. Hirst,
E. Leonard, H. W. Peck, and H. Pocock (forwards).

The School.-Young (back); E. W. Chilcott and V. Dowell
(three-quarter-backs); H. S. White and J. Kyd (half-backs); H.
H. House (captain); P. H. Cunningham, G. P. Tregarthen, R.
Fowler, E. J. Blake, F. Nisbet, St. G. Smyth, E. G. Broadrick,
H. Comerford, and H. Pedler (forwards).

THE SCHOOL V. EVERCREECH.
Played on Wednesday, November 9th. House won the toss

and chose the kick off. After the ball had been started some
scrimmages were formed in the centre of the ground.
Gradually, however, the School forwards forced back their
opponents, and Comerford obtained a touch in the corner of the
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ground, from which a goal was well kicked by Young. Soon after
the kick-off the visitors were again penned, and House ran in;
the kick. however, by Chilcott was unsuccessful. After the drop
out the visitors made desperate attempts to get the ball out of
their quarters, but the good dribbling of the School forwards
backed up -by the admirable collaring of their backs proved too
much for them. White soon by a g::lOd run obtained a try, from
which Kyd kicked a neat goal. Subsequently the School forwards.
led by Cunningham, and Fowler, carried the ball by a united
rush into the Evercreech quarters, but their opponents' backs
collaring well, they could not score more before half-time.
After Weatherley had kicked off the School forwards forced theIr
antagonists to touch down several times in self-defence, till, after
a splendid run by Chilcott, Comerford obtained a second touch.
The try, however, was a failure. After this Comerford obtained
two more touches and Nisbet one. From one of these a goal
resulted from the foot of White. Just before time was called
Evercreech, playing up desperately, got into the School twenty
five, and seemed likely to score, Audrey making a good attempt
to drop a goal. However, the School forwards rallied and brought
back the ball to nearly the centre of the ground.

The School.-Young (back): E. W. Chilcott and V. Dowell
(three-quarter-backs); H. S. White and J. Kyd (half-backs);
H. H. House (captain), P. H. Cunningham. G. P. Tregarthen,
R. Fowler, E. J. Blake, F. Nisbet, St. G. Smyth, E. G. Broadrick,
H. Comerford, and H. Pedler (forwards).

Evercreech.-C. Audrey (back); C. Bingham and R. Napier
(three-quarter-backs); P. Weatherley (captain) and R. A. Kane
(half-backs); H. S. James, H. Sidney, P. Bird. D. Granville,
W. A. lVI. Roxby, R. Norton, P. Codrington, C. lVIartindale, C.
Hill, and P. Orlebar (forwards).

THE SCHOOL V. MR. R. 1H. PARSONS' XV.
This match was played on Saturday, November Iqth, on the

School ground. The School, who had lost the services of their
captain and two other useful members of the XV., won the toss,
and elected to play against the wind. Parsons kicked off for the
visitors, who soon forced the School within their" twenty-five."
A series of scrimmages ensued, and at last the School were
forced to touch down in self-defence. The ball was taken
out by Chilcott, and the School, aided by a good run by White,
drove their opponents back, but the ball was soon brought to the
centre of the ground again. The School, then playing up, took
the ball behind the visitors' goal line, but failed to obtain a try.
After the ball was brought into play again, the School were
gradually driven back, and Whitehead obtained a try, but the place
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kick by Raven was unsuccessful. At this point, Kyd was obliged
to retire, and H. Comerford took his place. The ball was
~aken out by White, and a series of scrimmages occurred,
In which B. Comerford and Cunningham distinguished
themselveS for the School, and Raven, Tucker, and Hodgson
for the visitors. Soon after half-time was called, Cunningham
kicked off for the School, and almost immediately H.
Comerford, getting the ball, passed to Chilcott, who by a
magnificent run obtained a try behind the posts, which Nisbet
converted into a goal. After the kick off, the visitors penned
the School in their twenty-five, and Raven, by a first-rate dribble,
obtained a try, but the kick by Hodgson was unsuccessful. After
returning the ball into play, a scrimmage took place in the
middle of the ground, and H. Comerford by a good dribble
carried it farther towards the visitors' twenty-five. They, however,
again playing well together, brought the ball close to the Hchool
goal line, and looked like scoring, but the School, by good play,

. brought it back to the middle of the ground, when no-side was
called. For the visitors, R. M. Parsons, Hill, Raven, Mayo,
Hodgson, and Whitehead played best, while for the School,
White, ChiIcott, and H. Comerford played very well.

R. M. Parsons' XV.-F. D. Parsons (back); Hill, Amans, J.
A. Mayo (three-quarter backs); . C. H. Hodgson and C. S.
Whitehead (half-backs); Florance, Chick, Goodman,' J. S.
Russell, R. M. Parsons (captain), J. Studley, F. Kitson T. E. Raven,
T. H. Tucker, and S. R. Baskett (forwards).

The School.-F. Nisbet (back); V. Dowell and E. W. Chilcott
(three-quarter backs); H. S. White, ]. Kyd, H. Comerford
(half-backs); P. H. Cunningham (captai~); G. P. Tregarthen,
E. J. Blake, S1. G. Smyth, E. G. ~roadnck, H. Pedler, W. R.
Biddle, G. H. Jones, Comerford, m!., and Balmc (forwards).

Our Chapel has been enlarged by the prolongation of the Harper
A.isle eastwards, the landing formerly belonging to the School
Studies having been included in the building without interfering
with the external lines of the roof or sacrificing a single study. The
cost of this extension was about £400, a large part of which sum
was collected by the School during the Summer holidays; the
remainder being defrayed by the Headmaster. The work, which
was completed with great rapidity by the contractor, Mr. FarraIl,
havinrr been commenced on August 3rd and finished by November
9th, i~ a triumph of ingenuity 011 the part of the architect, and has
greatly added to the beauty of the Chapel. The following is a list
of the subscriptions and collections :-
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Captain Russell 1 0 0 Kent 1 0 0
:Mrs. Russell 1 0 0 Were, ma. 1 1 (I

Rev. E. H. Hensley 2 0 0 Lys, mi. 1 0 0
E. Turner, Esq. 2 0 0 Leach 1 0 0
Rev. R. Hodgson 5 0 0 Were, mi. 1 1 0
Miss Wildman 1 1 0 Young 1 2 6
F. A. Hankey, Esq. 10 10 0 Jacob 1 0 0
:l\Irs. Lawrence 5 0 u :l\Iyrtle 1 0 0
lIIrs. Nisbet 1 3 0 Waldy, ma. 1 0 0
Per Rev. A. Wood 5 0 0 EIsmie 1 0 0
Per Rev. J. Blanch 1 0 0 Devitt, mi. 1 0 0
C. S. Whitehead, Esq. 2 2 0 Baker 1 0 0
Per J. Rhoades, Esq.•• 3 3 0 Loveband 1 0 0
Charles Scott 0 5 0 Champion 1 1 0

Vincent, ma. o 12 6
Maunsell, ma. 1 0 0 Sheldon 1 4 0
l\Il\unsell, mi. 1 0 0 Roberts 1 0 0
Taunton 1 0 0 Sheldon III 0
Austin 1 0 0 Nixon 011 0
"\Vainwright 1 0 0 Venn 010 0
Partridge 1 0 0 Comerford, mi. o 10 0
Shorland 1 10 0 Lys, ma. 1 5 0
Russell 2 0 0 Bennett, quint 1 0 0
Thurston 1 0 0 House, mi. 1 4 6
Adamson, mi. 1 0 0 Fowler 1 0 0
Dorling 1 0 0 Williams, ma. 1 0 0
"\Vilkinson 1 0 0 Clarke, mi. o 16 6
Whitford-Hawkey 1 0 0 Methuen 1 13 6
Vizard, mi. 1 0 0 Hall 1 0 0
Eastrnent, ma. 1 0 0 Connop, ma. 1 10 0
Bcnnett, mi. 1 5 0 Connop,nri. 1 1 0
Heath o 10 0 Hankey 1 0 0
Gale 1 0 0 Lester o 10 0
Nisbet, ma. 1 0 0 Lyon 1 14 0
"\Vaugh 1 1 0 Bligh 2 0 0
Bell 1 0 0 Adamson, mi. 1 0 0
Holden .. 1 13 0 Whittle 1 0 0
Nisbet, mi. 1 0 0 Wyatt-Smith 1 0 0
Buckrnan 1 0 0 Bennett, ma. 1 0 0
Tregarthen 1 0 0 Southcomb 015 0
Dyer 1 0 0 Stroud, ma. 1 0 0

. Cunningham 1 0 0 Stroud, mi. 1 0 0
Harper, ma. 1 0 0 Jenkins 1 0 0
House 1 4 6 Pedler, ma. 010 0
Norman 1 0 0 Stephens 1 0 0
Lovett 1 5 6 Basler 1 0 0
Holrne 1 0 0 Bowker, ma. 1 0 0
Penney, ma. 1 0 0 Bowker, mi. 011 0
Waldy, ma. 1 0 0 Pitt 0 7 0
Tucker, ma. 1 (I 0 Collett 1 0 0
Parkes 2 0 0 Kelland 1 0 0
Lowndes 1 1 0 Burridge 1 0 0
Dixon 1 0 0 Clapin 2 0 0
Devitt, ma. 1 0 0 Borrow 1 0 (I

Hill, ma. 1 (I 0 Forward, mi. 010 0
Clark, ma. 1 (I 0 Tracy 1 0 0
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Macdonald 1 0 0 Harris,ma. 1 0 0
Evane o 10 0 Harding 1 0 0
Aldous 1 5 6 Earle 1 0 0
Phillipps 1 0 0 Mongan 1 0 0
Vassall 1 1 0 Hill, mi. 1 0 0
Balme 6 5 0 Jaffrey 1 0 v
]l,'[itchell 1 0 0 Holt o 15 0
Bastard, mi. 1 0 0 Jones, ma. 1 0 0
Welsford, ma. & mi. 1 0 0 Nelson 1 5 6
Bristow 1 0 0 Ellis, ma. 1 1 0
Biddle ma. & mi. 412 6 Penney, mi. 1 1 0
Gee o 16 0 Pritchard 1 0 0
Ellis, tert. 1 0 0 Stratton o 10 6
Bastard, ma. 1 0 0 Bullock·Webster 010 0
Hancock 1 0 0 Mclver 1 0 0
Tweedy 1 0 0 Heath 010 0
Paul 1 0 0 Vizard, ma. 1 0 0
Elton 1 0 0 Canning, ma. 1 0 0
Woollcomb 1 0 0 Bennett, tert. 010 0
Bobbs 1 0 0 Barnes 1 0 0
Dowell 1 0 0 Pedler, mi. 1 0 0
Forward, ma. o 10 0 Grove 1 0 0
Kyd 010 0 Low o 10 0
White 1 8 0 Ward o 10 0
Jones, mi. 1 0 0 Stuart, mi. 010 0
Tucker, mi. 1 0 0 Simpson o 18 0
Fenwick 1 0 0 McGusty 1 0 0
Fox 1 0 0 Bawlins 1 0 0
Luard 1 0 0 Dawson 1 0 0
Barnett 1 0 0 Dornford 010 0
Eyers 1 1 0 Ellis, quart. o 10 0
Fitzmaurice 1 0 0 Pye, mi. 011 6
Dunn 1 0 0 Lovibond 1 0 0
Brown, ma. o 10 0 Stuart, ma. 010 0
Kayess 1 0 0 Burrows, mi. 010 0
Whishaw 1 2 0 Hole 1 0 0
Wallington 1 1 0 Thrupp 1 0 0
Blake 1 1 0 Harris, mi. 1 0 0
Michel 1 0 0 White, mi. 1 0 0
Ellis, mi. 1 2 6 Highmore 1 3 0
Baldock 1 1 0 Turner 010 0
Boyce 1 0 0 Butt 1 3 0
Mayo 011 0 Wood 1 0 0
Prevost 1 0 0 Westropp 1 0 0
Bleazby 1 0 0

DEBATING SOCIETY.

An attempt was made last term to hold debates, but no success
attended it. However, this term the society fully maintained its
reputation, and the debates have been extremely interesting.

October Ist.-Proposed, by the Cabinet, "That the character of
Napoleon I is worthy of the contempt of this House'"
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Against the Motion.
H. H. House (2)
H. V. Lovett (2)
E. G. Broadrick

Against the Motion.
E. A. Nepean (2)
J. Lester
F. Eady

For the Motion.
F. J. Lys (2) I
F. Connop
H. L. Dixon
G. T. Bennett

The members of the club did not muster in force, but there was a
good audience comprising some ladies and masters.

The division showed a majority of 1 vote for the Proposition-7-6.
After the debate Messrs. Venn, Chilcott, and Nepean were el~cted

members of the society.
October 1st.-Proposed by H. H. House, "That Free Trade as at

present established in England without reciprocity is injurious to
the interests of the country."

For the Motion.
H. H. House
R. P. Ellis

Against the Motion.
F. J. Lys
W. A. R. Riddle
E. A. Nepean
W. H. Dixon

This debate, which was a very good one, was largely attended.
The subject appeared to have been well got up, and the speeches
were, on the whole, lively and interesting. The result was a majority
of 7 votes against the motion-11-4.

October 15.-Proposed by H. H. House, "That the abolition of
Capital Punishment in England is undesirable."

For the Motion. Against the Motion.
H. H. House (2) F. J. Lys
R. Holme W. A. R. Biddle
P. H. Cunningham W. H. Dixon
E. Chilcott F. Connop
H. V. Lovett

This debate, though not very well attended by members, was a
very interesting one, and a capital subject. The result was a majority
of 5 votes for the Proposition-9-4.

October 22nd.-Proposed by the Cabinet, "That the Iliad and the
Odyssey were the work of one man."

For the Motion.
F. J. Lys (2)
W. A. R. Biddle
W. H. Dixon (2)
C. F. Venn
F. Connop

The subject, an interesting one, seemed to have been well got up,
and on the whole the debate was a success.

The motion was carried by a majority of 2 votes-7-5.
After this debate F. Connop proposed that those masters who

wished should be admitted to the society as honorary members.
The proposition was carried bv a majority of 13 (15-2). It was
further determined that the masters should be subject to the laws of
the society, Rule 19 alone excepted, and that they should have no
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Against the Motion.
W. H. Dixon
G. T. Bennett
'V. B. Wildman, Esq.
E. H. Donkin, Esq.
E. Hobbs

This subject, judging from the number of members present, seems
to have been as popular as it is important.

The motion was carried by 2 votes-9-7.
November 5.-Proposed by F. J. Lys, "That the study of

Antiquities is preferable to that of Modern Science."
For the Motion. Aqainst the Motion.

F. J. Lys (2) W. H. Dixon
E. H. Donkin, Esq. P. H. Cunningham
R. P. Ellis E. G. Broadrick
R. L. Romer C. S. Whitehead, Esq.
T. E. Raven, Esq.
F. Connop

This debate was not so well attended as it might have been. The
subject was a very wide one, and the proposition was lost by 2
votes-7-5.

November 27.-Proposed by F. J. Lys, "That the present.
Government does not deserve the confidence of the nation."

For the Motion. Against the Motion.
F. J. Lys (2) E. H. Donkin, Esq.
W. A. R. Biddle F. Connop (2)
E. A. Nepean W. H. Dixon

J. M. Bastard
St. J. Smith

This debate was fairly attended by members, and very well by
the School generally. A Conservative defeat was experienced,
contrary to general expectation. The subject was well got up, and
the debate was a great success.

The motion was lost by 3 votes-9·6.

part in the executive. After this F. J. Lys and his Cabinet resigned,
and W. H. Dixon was elected President and chose G. T. Bennett,
Vice-president and P. H. Cunningham as Secretary.

October 29.-Proposed by F. J. Lys, "That total freedom of the
press is undesirable."

For the Motion.
F. J. Lys (2)
E. G. Broadrick
H. V. Lovett
F. Connop

SCHOOL NEWS.
'Ve are glad to notice that the Queen has been graciously pleased

to confer the decoration of the Victoria Cross on Major A. G~

Hammond. We quote from the London Gazette: 'Var Office,
October 15.-"The Queen has been graciously pleased to signify her
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intention to confer the decoration of the Victoria Cross upon Captain
(now Major) Arthur George Hammond, Bengal Staff Corps, for
conspicuous coolness and gallantry at the action of the Asmai
Heights, near Cabul, on the 14th December, 1879, in defending the
top of the hill with a rifle and fixed bayonet against large numbers
of the enemy while the 72nd Highlanders and Guides were retiring;
and again, on the retreat down the hill, in stopping to assist in
carrying away a wounded Sepoy, the enemy being not 60 yards off,
firing heavily all the time."

The following have been presented with colours since our last
number :-lst XV., G. P. Tregarthen, E. W. Chilcott, R. Fowler,
H. S. White; 2nd XV., W. R. Biddle, G. H. Jones.

There will be a match against Cambridge Old Shirburnians on
1fonday, December 19.

We are pleased to chronicle that F. E. Lacey has been playing
back for Cambridge University (Association) ; also that H. A. Tudor
has been playing for Oxford (R. Union) ; also that R. S. Ainslie
has been rowing in the Trial Eights at Oxford.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

C.-We have seen many plagiarisms-none so barefaced as yours.
We do happen at one period of our existence to have used Gepp's
Vene Book. We also are not disposed to print false quantities.
However, try again.

C.A.S.G.-Your letter arrived too late for insertion. Accounts of
all the matches played have been sent to the Field for insertion, but
on two or.casions have, from some mysterious cause, not been inserted.

REV. W. J. KENDLE.-Your letter also was too late, but shall be
inserted in' our next.

We beg to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
magazines :-The Felstedian, Cliftonian, i1farlburz"an, Reptoman,
Radlezan, Rathmznes School News, Malverman, Tonbrz"dgzan (2),
St. j Edward's School Chromde, Carthuszan (2), Hazleyburian,
Wellingtoman, Norvicenszan, Epsomzan, Bradford School Chronicle,
Hurst-Joman (2) Barrovian, Durham Umversity Journal, The Lify,
Wellingburzan, Ousel, Rossallzan, Bromsgrovzan.


